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threads, was discussed. In summary, communication servers
which support QoS contracts are an important component of
future QoS-aware services. This paper proposed new foundations
for their design.
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Thinning Schemes for Call Admission Control
in Wireless Networks

Yuguang Fang, Senior Member, IEEE

Abstract—In this paper, we present new call admission control schemes, the

thinning schemes, which smoothly reduce the traffic admission rates. Performance

analysis is carried out and new analytical results are obtained. It demonstrates that

the thinning schemes can be used to derive many known call admission control

schemes.

Index Terms—Call admission control, Resource allocation, Wireless networks,

Multimedia, Blocking probability.
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1 INTRODUCTION

THE future telecommunications networks (such as the third
generation wireless networks) target providing integrated services,
such as the voice, data, and multimedia, via inexpensive low-
powered mobile computing devices over the wireless infrastruc-
tures ([1], [2]). The demand for multimedia services over the air
has been steadily increasing over the last few years, leading to the
design consideration of wireless Internet. Depending on the QoS
(Quality of Service) requirements for various service requests from
mobile users, different priorities may be assigned to various call
connections. For example, real-time services such as voice or
streaming videos may be assigned higher priority over non-real-
time services such as data; handoff call connections should be
given higher priority over new call connections in order to reduce
the call dropping probability; mission critical data should be
handled with higher priorities than some real-time data such as
voice; users who pay more for their services should be treated with
higher priorities over those who pay less. In order to support such
mixed service requests in these wireless networks with multiple
traffic types, efficient resource provisioning is a major issue ([2],
[3]). Call admission control (CAC) is such a provisioning strategy
to limit the number of call connections into the networks in order
to reduce the network congestion and call dropping probabilities.

Prioritized traffic systems consisting of new calls and handoff

calls in wireless networks have been intensively investigated in the

literature (see [4], [5] and references therein). An admitted call for a

mobile user may have to be handed off to another cell into which

the mobile user moves, hence the call may not be able to gain a

channel in the new cell due to the limited resource in wireless

networks, which will lead to the call dropping. Thus, new calls and

handoff calls have to be treated differently in terms of resource

allocation. Since users tend to be much more sensitive to call

dropping than to call blocking, handoff calls are normally assigned

higher priority over new calls. The guard channel scheme ([3]) has

been proposed to handle such systems: A proportion of the

channels assigned for a base station has been reserved for handoff

calls. This guard channel scheme can be generalized to handle the

multimedia networks with multiple classes of priority services. Li

et al. ([4]) have studied the guard channel scheme for wireless

networks with multiple traffic types, the multiple thresholding

scheme, in which different thresholds are used for each traffic type,
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performance analysis has been carried out in certain detail.
Recently, Ramjee et al. ([5]) proposed a so-called fractional guard

channel scheme for the call admission control for wireless networks
with two priorities traffic (new calls and handoff calls).

In wireless networks, a service area is populated with base
stations, each is equipped with a number of channels for serving
the mobile users in its coverage (the cell). Calls originating from the
cell (called new calls) and calls handed over to the cell (called
handoff calls) will share the resources (the channels) of the base
station in the cell for services. To maintain the quality of service
(QoS) for the ongoing calls (handoff calls), various priority
schemes according to traffic types may be applied. In this note,
we generalize the fractional guard channel scheme to handle multiple
prioritized traffic streams in such wireless multimedia networks.
We intend to use the priority levels to handle multimedia calls: A
multimedia call connection may be granted higher priority over
the voice and data services, a voice call may gain higher priority
over a data call, and so on. In this way, higher prioritized call
traffic will be given resources (channels) with higher probability in
the proposed thinning schemes, hence the desired QoS can be met.
Two variations have been studied and call blocking performance
analysis has been carried out. It has been demonstrated that the
new call admission control scheme, the thinning schemes, includes
the guard channel scheme, fractional guard channel, and multiple
thresholding scheme as special cases and can be used to obtain
new CAC schemes for multimedia networks.

2 THINNING SCHEMES

Consider a wireless network which can support multiple types of
services. To provide the desired QoS for each service, the network
assigns channels according to the priority level. For example, at a
base station (BS), if there are r traffic types of call arrivals
(including new calls and handoff calls), each traffic type will be
assigned one priority level. Thus, the BS can determine whether an
arriving call connection is granted a channel or not based on the
priority level.

The thinning scheme proposed in this paper is the one in which
a call is admitted with certain probability based on the priority and
the current traffic situation. The idea behind this scheme is to
smoothly throttle the call arrival streams according to the priority
as the network traffic is building up, thus, when the network is
approaching congestion, the call streams with lower priorities
become thinner. Due to the flexible choice of such call admission
probabilities, these schemes can be made very general. In this
section, we study two thinning schemes, the first one uses the
information about the total number of busy channels, while the
second scheme utilizes the numbers of channels occupied by the
individual prioritized traffic streams.

We start with the study of the first scheme (Thinning Scheme I).
The basic idea behind this scheme was first proposed by Ramjee
et al. ([5]) for two call streams in wireless networks. We generalize
this idea for multiple prioritized traffic in wireless multimedia
networks in this paper. Assume that the wireless multimedia
network has call requests of r priority levels, that each base station
has C channels (or bandwidth units (BU) if the spectrum is not
channelized as in the traditional cellular networks). Let �ij
(i ¼ 0; 1; . . .C and j ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; r) (�Cj ¼ 0) denote the nonnegative
numbers in the interval ½0; 1�. The Thinning Scheme I (TS I) works as
follows: When the number of busy channels at a BS is i, an arriving
jth-stream call will be admitted with probability �ij for i ¼
0; 1; 2; . . . ; C and j ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; r. All calls will be blocked when all
channels at the BS are busy. The choice of these probabilities �ij
can be made according to the traffic situation (the number of busy
channels): We choose �ij small when i is large, which reflects the
fact that, when a BS approaches a congestion state, some of the call

arrivals are immediately rejected, even though there are still some

channels available so that some higher priority calls can still be

accepted later on. Fractional guard channel is a special case: We

only have two priority levels (for new calls and handoff calls) and

the call connections are for voice services.
To obtain tractable analytical results, we make the following

assumptions throughout the paper: Call arrivals of each priority

level form a Poisson process with arrival rate �j (for the jth priority

call stream) and is independent of call arrival processes at other

priority levels and the service times, all calls have channel holding

times which are exponentially distributed with parameter � (the

channel holding time is defined as the time a call connection

occupied in a cell).

The TS I can be characterized by one-dimensional Markov chain

in which the state variable is the number of busy channels at the

BS. It is observed that the transition rate from state i to state iþ 1 isPr
j¼1 �ij�j, while the transition rate from state iþ 1 and i is

ðiþ 1Þ�. Let �j ¼ �j=� for j ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; r, let pi denote the stationary

probability at state i, we have

pi ¼

Yiÿ1

k¼0

Xr
j¼1

�kj�j

 !
i!

p0;

where

p0 ¼
XC
i¼0

Yiÿ1

k¼0

Xr
j¼1

�kj�j

 !
i!

0BBBB@
1CCCCA

266664
377775
ÿ1

:

From this stationary distribution, we obtain the blocking prob-

ability for the jth priority call stream as follows:

Pb
j ¼

XC
i¼0

ð1ÿ �ijÞpi; �Cj ¼ 0; j ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; r: ð1Þ

Obviously, when �0j ¼ � � � ¼ �ðmjÿ1Þj ¼ 1 and

�mjj ¼ � � � ¼ �Cj ¼ 0;

this scheme becomes the guard channel scheme (the cutoff priority

scheme) in which mj serves as the threshold for the jth priority

calls: Whenever the number of busy channels is less than mj, a new

arriving jth priority call is accepted, otherwise rejected. When j ¼ 1

corresponds to the new calls and j ¼ 2 to handoff calls, if we

choose �i2 ¼ 1, which implies that handoff calls are always

accepted as long as there are channels available, the TS I reduces

to the guard channel (cutoff priority) scheme commonly used in

wireless cellular systems. We also observe that, when

�0j � �1j � � � � � �Cj, the jth priority call stream becomes thinner

and thinner as the number of busy channels increases. Take the

previous case for the wireless cellular systems with call stream of

new calls and handoff calls, for example, assuming that C ¼ 4, we

choose �01 ¼ �11 ¼ 1, �21 ¼ 0:5, �31 ¼ 0:3, and �41 ¼ 0, then this

CAC implies that, when there are no or one ongoing call in the cell,

all new calls will be accepted, that, when there are two ongoing

calls in the cell, a new call will be accepted with probability 0:5 and

will be rejected with probability 0:5 even though there are still

channels available, that, when there are three ongoing calls in the

cell, a new call will be accepted with probability 0:3, a much lower

probability than in the previous case, and that, when all channels

are busy, a new call will be blocked. In terms of traffic load, the

admitted new call stream is thinner and thinner as the number of

ongoing calls becomes larger and larger. Thus, by appropriately
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choosing the parameters �ij (i ¼ 0; 1; . . . ; C, j ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; r), we can

throttle the call admissions accordingly.
A variation of the TS I is to admit the new arriving jth priority

calls based on the number of the jth priority calls currently in

service in the cell, we call it the Thinning Scheme II (TS II). Let �ij
(i ¼ 0; 1; . . . ; C and j ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; r) (�Cj ¼ 0) be nonnegative num-

bers in the interval ½0; 1�. A newly arriving jth priority call is

admitted with probability �ij if there are i calls with jth priority

currently in service in the cell and all calls will be blocked if all

channels are busy. It is expected that the performance analysis has

to be carried out using r-dimensional Markov chain theory. The

state is now the vector ðm1; m2; . . . ;mrÞ, where mj is the number of

the jth priority calls currently in service in the cell. Using the

standard argument as for queuing networks, we can easily obtain

the stationary probability distribution:

pðm1; m2; . . . ;mrÞ ¼
Yr
j¼1

Ymjÿ1

i¼0

�ij�j
ÿ �
mj!

0BBBB@
1CCCCA

266664
377775 � pð0; 0; . . . ; 0Þ;

m1 þm2 þ � � � þmr � C;

where

pð0; 0; . . . ; 0Þ ¼
X

m1þ���þmr�C

Yr
j¼1

Ymjÿ1

i¼0

�ij�j
ÿ �
mj!

0BBBB@
1CCCCA

266664
377775
ÿ1

:

Thus, the blocking probability for the jth priority calls is given by

Pb
j ¼

XC
i¼0

ð1ÿ �ijÞ

X
m1þ���þmjÿ1þmjþ1þ���þmr�Cÿi

pðm1; . . . ;mjÿ1; i;mjþ1; . . . ; mrÞ

24 35;
j ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; r:

ð2Þ

We observe that, when �0j ¼ � � � ¼ �ðmjÿ1Þj ¼ 1 and

�mjj ¼ � � � ¼ �Cj ¼ 0, we obtain the bounding scheme (the multiple

thresholding scheme): A jth priority call will be rejected if the

threshold for jth type calls is reached.
As a final remark, we point out that the advantage of the

thinning schemes is the parameterization of call admission control

schemes so that optimization can be formulated. Such an

optimization problem will be investigated in the future.

3 CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we investigate call admission control strategies for

the wireless networks. These schemes, the thinning schemes, can

be shown to be general enough to include previously known

schemes as special cases. By appropriately choosing the para-

meters in the schemes, they can smoothly throttle the call

admissions based on the priority levels. This scheme should be

useful for the ever increasing multimedia services support with

various QoS requirements in the wireless environments.
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